MIDWEST INC

We help people
enjoy water!

MAKE IT YOURS!

Hot Tubs / Spas
Fountains
Laminar Jets
Waterfalls
Sun Shelves
Swim-up Bars
Custom Finishes

LED Lighting
Landscaping
Decorative Decks
Exercise Equipment
Automatic Covers
Chemical Feeders
UV Systems
Ozone Purifiers

We start opening
pools in March
and close pools
as late as
November. Your
heater means you
won’t be limited
from Memorial
Day to Labor Day!
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Pool Tech is a full-service company.
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Teamwork makes us strong! Pool Tech Midwest has been
helping people enjoy water for more than 42 years.
Bringing professionals and homeowners together at the
start of a project ensures quality and creates a more
cost-effective outcome.
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Uniquely fitting your
desires, property, and
budget, a custom pool
is your best value.

—Iowa City Pool Owner

Pool Tech supplies the pool designer, engineering and
construction professionals. We can also collaborate with
architects, landscape designers, decorative concrete
experts, kitchen designers, and more.
We do the coordination for you!

“You feel like you’re
at a resort. When you
turn the waterfall on,
the sound of the water
separates you even more
from the real world.
The backyard design
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carefully to bring you the
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that’s a true escape
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—Cedar Rapids Pool Owner
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Pool Tech’s service pros and
retail staff are ready to help!
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—Greg Sundberg, Architect

We guide you through the design and construction
process, and when your pool is complete we assist you
in keeping it sparkling clean and running efficiently.
Our customers range from doing all the maintenance
themselves —to doing some—to letting us take care
of everything.
As an authorized BioGuard® Dealer, we offer our
customers free, detailed, digital water analysis,
instruction, and personal assistance.

We help people enjoy water!
Contact us now for a free site
consultation— we’ll send our Pool Packet
to you so you can begin planning!
319-365-8609
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